My perspective on chocolate bars

When I got a chocolate bar at the store I never had a second thought. But now after doing this lesson my perspective has changed. Did you know there is a real story behind chocolate bars like the fact that Cuba was one of the many countries that made them.

It is not only Cuba making the chocolate bars. There's going to be a cocoa bean,fig that makes the sugar, guinea-pig that makes the nuts, Pitcairn Islands that makes raisins and China that makes the coconuts. And it is not only those countries there is many more. Just imagine how long it takes for them to make those ingredients day after day.

How would you feel about that. I know it would be horrible because you like it if you had to make food ingredients for other countries when you are pretty hungry. It is kind of like you buy something for a friend's lunch then eat it all and leave them nothing. I am sure they don't get anything for it. Do they? No.

So next time when you buy a chocolate bar from a little girl scout, think how much work has been put in to it. And don't be greedy. I know the first thing I will teach to my kids is to be greatful. Also to give you something to think about. Where do we get rubber, metal, and other things too and that is what chocolate bars have done for me.

This lesson has changed my perspective a lot.

The end